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In this paper, the drop size distributions (DSDs) in the 2016 Great Beijing Rainstorm are observed by a

two-dimensional video disdrometer (2DVD) and an Micro Rain Radar (MRR) to investigate rain

characteristics of the intense rainfall event in northern China in recent several decades. The analysis

focuses on the most intense rainfall stage from 0800 to 1600 LST 20 July 2016. It is compared with the

severe convective precipitation processes like squall line, typhoon and flood in eastern China, and also

with the 2013 Great Colorado Flood. The maximum instantaneous rainfall rate is 73.8 mm h-1 and the

total accumulative rainfall is about 186.5 mm. The average median volume diameter D0 and liquid water

content W are the 1.8 mm and 0.7 g m-3, respectively, both larger than that observed during the 2013

Great Colorado Flood, but a little smaller than the typhoon systems of eastern China. The normalized

intercept parameter Nw is about 3162 mm-1m-3, which is much less than that measured in the MCS system

in Taiwan area. It has been also found that when the rain rate R is less than 20 mm h-1, the spectra of rain

drop shows mainly unimodal, the shape factor μ, slope Λand mass-weighted mean diameter Dm in the

constrained gamma model (CGM) are more discrete. When R >20 mm h
-1, raindrops with a diameter larger

than 4mm occur, meanwhile, the concentration of small particles increases, the DSDs are of multi-peak

structure, and the parameters μ, Λ, Dm trend to be uniform with increasing rain rate, indicating that the

DSDs reach an equilibrium mode. The contoured frequency by altitude diagrams of parameters, such as

radar reflectivity, liquid water content, rain rate and terminal falling velocity of raindrop derived from MRR

and the vertical distributions of hydrometeors retrieved DSD parameters are further investigated to better

reveal the microphysical processes of this great rainstorm precipitation. The MRR-derived microphysical

properties, in conjunction with in-situ ground-based disdrometer observations, suggest that warm rain

accretion processes dominate this great rainfall in northern China during the summer time.
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